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FOREWORD 

In 1959 and eai-iy i960, members of the ELECTRONICS Task visited 
ten installations in CONUS and 29 installations in Europe obtaining 

validation data on the Electronics Selection Battery. The trip provided 

an opportunity to observe the Army’s missile and communications systems 

in operation and to obtain the views of operating personnel at all levels 

on the human factors problems which they had personally encountered or 

observed. 

Research Memorandum 6O-I7 presents in considerable detail such 
observations and impressions as were considered pertinent to a developing 

human factors research effort applied to missile and communications 

systems. The material is presented primarily as background which may be 

useful to personnel engaged in human factors research on electronics or 

related systems. At the seme time, the observations reveal a number of 

specific problems in need of human factors research solutions and in some 

instances point to possible approaches. 
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SURVEY OF HUMAN FACTORS PROBLEMS IN MISSILE 

AND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 

The development and application of electronic equipment has resulted 

In major changes in military strategy and tactics, and in the training 

and utilization of manpower. Many of the new tactical organizations 

depend directly on the effective functioning and successful utilization 

of complex electronic equipment incorporated in missile weaponry and 

communications systems. The components of such systems are so inter¬ 

dependent that failure of either man or machine, at any point, can mean 

total failure. In terms of national defense, the cost of failure leaves 

little room for human error or inefficiency. 

It is essential, then, to know the characteristics and limits of 

human performance in relation to mission, materiel, and conditions under 

which a total system is to function. If the total system is to he 

depended upon to operate at its best at any time, such factors must be 

taken into account at every phase of systems development, from design of 

the physical equipment through the selection, training, and integration 

of the crew which is to man the system. 

The activities of the ELECTRONICS Task, established in the Personnel 

Research Branch in FY 1958/ have been largely directed toward improved 
selection of enlisted personnel for training in electronic maintenance, 

a major aspect of the human factors problems in electronic systems. An 

experimental selection test battery has been developed, and is currently 

being evaluated In tenas of criteria of success in school and on the job. 

When the experimental tests were being administered to on-job incumbents 

in missile and communications systems in 1959 and early I980, advantage 
was taken of the opportunity to examine equipment, to observe actual 

systems operations, and to interview knowledgeable personnel with respect 

to the human factors problems encountered In electronic systems operation. 

The present Research Memorandum, based on the survey, records observations 

considered pertinent to current and future research oriented toward improv¬ 

ing electronics systems operations. The report is designed to serve three 

specific objectives: 

1. To present a summary of human factors problems recently 

identified in operational missile and communications systems. 

2. To focus attention on those human factors problem areas which 

are amenable to research and have premise of important payoff to the Amy. 

5. To indicate some steps toward providing research answers to 

these problems. 

The types of human factors problem encountered fall into three broad 

classes: 1) problems of task organization and work methods to maximize 

system effectiveness; 2) equipment design in relation to human factors; 

and, 3) other conditions which affect performance. The problems cut across 



the various systems surveyed, and extend also to systems still under 

development. The research objectives and also the methodologies enployed 

must therefore apply under varying conditions. For example, there are 

problems which may be peculiar to a given system scheduled to be replaced 

by improved designs. Short-term studies would be needed to facilitate 

operation of present equipment, but such studies would also look toward 

extraction of principles generalizable to the anticipated system. Such 

work could also lead to recommendations for equipment design features to 

be incorporated in the future system. 

Ten installations in COMUS and 29 installations in Europe were 

visited. Particular attention was paid to the Identification of problem 

areas that are militarily important. It is also important that the 
problems be considered in relation to specific types of organization, so 

that the problems may be studied in their functional setting, with inter¬ 

dependencies fully considered. A list of the organizations visited is 

presented in Appendix B. The following section of the Research Memorandum 

is devoted to a brief description of the systems included in the survey. 

SYSTEMS VISITED 

CORPORAL 

The Corporal is a Field Artillery surface-to-surface guided missile 

system with atomic capability. A battalion of over 300 men fires one 

missile and at the same time readies a second missile for firing. The 

system is mobile, having over 100 vehicles. Seventy MOS are represented 

in the personnel required to operate the total system. The SOP for 

lauching the missile fills 6o pages. The high potential for error Is 

obvious. Equally obvious is the disastrous effect of error. 

HONEST JOHN 

Honest John is a Field Artillery ballistic rocket system, mobile, 

self-propelled, with atomic capability. It is designed for "shoot and 

scoot" artillery tactics, its range being less than that of the Corporal. 

The battalion manning the Honest John consists of 230 officers and men in 

a Hq and S battery and a firing battery. Upon receipt of a fire mission, 
the Assembly and Transport platoon and Firing platoon move out from a hide 

area to surveyed firing sites, prepare the missile for firing, fire, and 

move to a hide area again. 

ii»SÍ4.. 
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THE MISSILE COMMAND 
., . r, „ tvoe of organization which incorporates 

The Missile Corned is ^ of the Corporal, Honest John, and 
in a single command the functions Signal, Engineer, 
Armored Infantry, t EP organization that, in the future, 
and Surveillance. This is the type problems in surface- 
will have to he considered in s dyi g replacement of Corporal hy 
to-surface f=8¾. utSe John »V also affect BCaa 
Sergeant and possi ly • . personnel. One of the units 
of the work of operators Company termed the Sky Cavalry, 
within the Missile Command, tt.e Aviation company in organiza¬ 
is concerned with target acquisition. It of utili- 
tion and t;r.e of equipment uaed. In this u surveiiiance drone for 
zatiCTi exist, the detection, location, and 
aerit l photography and of long-range rauux 
identification of moving targets. 

THE LACROSSE 

The Lacrosse is adat^ gne^¿1SgS^dmohUef ^1^solid propellant, 
capability. It is small, J^d „éW a sp[it_ring device makes 
The warhead is of the newer g ® . a_id The missile is easily 
ass«ntUr of warhead and emtainer In which it was 
and quickly checked—even in the or b eauiument which can detect 
delivered to the user-hy itself. The 
malfunction in the missile r launched from a transporter-launcher 
assembled missllelstransporta ^ autcnatlc testing equipment, 
vehicle. The vehicle Is aso CeBter vouia mshe all necessajy 
On a typical mission the lire D flight; the Launcher Section 
computations for programming the missile Jiig , missile, and program 

would move to the launching “VSrtlculnr arel in the shy 
its flight--following FDC computations ..JLrcent it. Pre-programmed 
where the Guidance Section has prepare section would have moved 

command f“““? ”"reÄf cfos": set up Its equip- 
to a predesignated site, reiaxivexy The vehicles must 
ment, and ^ited the l^nchlng^f the^^Ue^ ^ e ^ 

rr« ÄÄÄeSLs8^ to bach-pach their equip«nt. 

THE REDSTONE 
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carefully not only to assure adequate check on malfunctions hut also to 

prevent erroneous Indications of malfunctioning. The Firing Section 

Chief coordinates the activities and controls the sequence of checkout 

operations through communication with the appropriate personnel. 

THE NIKE 

The Nike guided missile surface-to-air system is designed for ground- 
based defense against aircraft. Two versions are currently in use, Ajax 

and hercules. The latter is the more recent development and has superior 

capability in range and destructive power, including et xrdc capability. 

Nike Zeus, the anti-missile missile, is still under development. The 

Hawk \doming All the Way Killer) system, just now being put into operation, 

is dcs'.gned for defense against low-flying aircraft, and may be an 

adjucfc to the Nike system of air defense. A Nike site consists of the 

Fire Control area and the Launcher area, separated by about a mile. 

Operation of a Nike installation in CONUS requires over 100 men and 6 

vehicles. In Europe an additional 35 men and 35 vehicles are required. 
The Nike system usually operates as a fixed installation designed for 

defense of a fixed geographical area, although the system—at least the 

fire control equipment—can be moved. In CONUS, each primary defense 

area is surrounded by a ring of Nike sites, all fixed installations. In 

USAREJil, alternate launching areas are provided, each battery being 

requited to maintain mobile capability. About 35 vehicles must be kept 
constantly in readiness for movement. However, movement is not actually 

practiced because of the cumbersomeness, potential for damage, and 
possible error in reassembling the equipment. 

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 

Some of the major types of communications organizations visited were: 

Fixed station telephone exchange 

Fixed teletype center 

VEF radio relay station 

Microwave relay station 

Operational (tactical) Signal Company 

Signal Company within Missile Command 

Signal Service Company 

Signal Field Maintenance Shop 

Army Command and Administrative Network—Receiving station, 
Transmitting station, and Command Center 

- 4 - 
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The mission of the communications organization is determined by the 

tvoes and echelons of organizations served by the Signal unit; similarly, 

the kinds and quantities of equipment used and the distances ^ 
with the mission. The fixed station telephone exchange, which is part of 

rSÆ SÄ Sread acroaa «lie. f 
vides communication from Berlin to Paris and to all telephones in NACOM, 

is a different kind of operation from the individual microwave nn 

relay stations. The operational Signal company which provides tactical 

communications to combat units is different again. The mainte- 
laint-rance shop visited in USATEUR supplies yd ar.d kth -.helcn mainte 
nance support to Army airfields. MP units, CIC, hoepitaj. broancasting 
systeu.'.fHammond organs, radio networks, fixed teletype, and telephones. 

Th» communication system employea to meet the requirements of atomic 
varfaí is^Tarea (or grid) system. Responsibility for the communication 

f vste;a within the division area, down to the battle group, rests with the 

Signal battalion of the division. The battle group is responsible for ^ 

commu n cations within its own command post and to subordinate * 

Conanunication sub-centers are established throughout the d*vi^°n . bl^h 
teams from the division Signal battalion. These subcenters ^en establish 

communication with battle groups and other units in their area o^J^° 
biUty. The number of communication centers to support an area depends, 

of course, on the tactical plan. 

A major advantage inherent in this system is the 
The multi-channel systems provided by the subcenters permit switching and 

Hatching of circuits to provide communications from subordinate units in 
«£ S to their parent^unlt e, thue eliminating the requirement for many 

direct circuits. Another advantage of the area system is that destruction 

of one communication center or command post does not mean loss ofcommun 
cation with subordinate units. Lateral communication between communication 

subcenters is designed to permit immediate rerouting of clradts to 

v'e-establ-* sh communications. A disadvantage is the difficulty 0 P 

viding the ground security necessary for the widely scattered c?™^tl0 
subcenters. One method employed to provide security for the subcenters 

is to locate the subcenter in the proximity of the battle group comnand 

post. When the battle group command post displaces, the subcenter mus 

cither displace or provide its own security. 

Communications involves the use of much electronic and electrical 

equipment, and in the caee of tactical units, much mechanical (vehicular)^ 
oouinment In fact, the complexity and quanity of communications materiel 
°s SSeiess tton is requïea in missile systems. The kinds of equipment 

used varies considerably, and includes radio, VHP, UHF, microwave, wire, 
teletype, telephone, and walkie-talkie. The number of vehicles needed by 

an operational Signal company to establish and 1 
over 70. In any communications organization some individuals 

cross-trained8^ know several types of equipment 

requires human operation and maintenance; the ef ®ct 
point, whatever the cause, can be far-reaching indeed in terms of total 

military operations. 

- 5 - 



PROBLEMS OF OPTIMUM WORK METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 

The nev veapoas systems and the missions for vhich they ^designed 

make unprecedented demands on human circumstances, 'in 

md dependable “"Ä Coring of 
missile weaponry and in communicatioas there ^ required of the 

complex equipment in operution. Much - observable behavior 

operator-moni tor in “t Station 

S Tar «.ere are problem. 

of°vlsual and auditory perception, SSSÏX and, on 

attention, effect, of diatractiye aoi.ejmon°t™y^^ce., ihe nkae 
occasion, the effects of drugs n .. volume deliberately, and 
i8 so bothersome that the operator turns down the volume deliherauexy^ 

thereby fall, to note an °^e “f e^lpme't or 
are standing operating procedures to be within a specified 

L.o,edí.regard ^ f= of thc ^iP- 

Znt or the nece.alty for a certain sequencing of operation, can lead to 
damage or disabling of gear or injury to personnel. 

in any of the veapon syatema, the need to operate '“«er conditions 

of impairment of personnel or cquipmcnt due^enemy^tlon dM8 

cause) is a real possibility. I“ g_ medal circumstances. Nor does 
not provide special procedures tor su sp .. . ~ dealing with 

it provide adequately for operation un er gu ^ receives target informa- 
electronic jamming. The Nike system, for^example, receives targ^ ^ 

tion from higher ech^® b2°this Avance surveillance information can 
acquisition radar. Errors in thi . time. Need for research 
be crippling if not recognized and corrected in time, «een ^ 
to develop optimal procedures for meeting emergencies such as these 

indicated. 

Even where tasks have been supremely simpUfied through ^liberate 

equipment design, ultimate reliance is °J¡ taBls definitions, 

thing at the right time. By p11 6 > test judgments of personnel 
and assignments are made on the basis of the best Judgments ^ e 

^ er. ÄST «- 

Xarreevfluated oP„ Sc Lis of c<-on ..n.. bolstered ly «periencc. 
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Optimum solutions to human behavior problems are often subtle rather 
than obvious. They require the quantification of pertinent behavioral 
variables, systematic variation of methods under controlled conditions, 
and meaningful, quantitative means by which to measure and compare the 
effectiveness of different methods in relation to the system's mission. 
By systematic observation, by application of substantive information 
regarding human capabilities and limits, measurement -oriented personnel 
psychologists might suggest restructuring, resequencing, or reassigning 
tasks to maximize reliability of human behavior. They can then proceed 
to evaluate empirically the resultant gains. They would select for 
special attention those tasks which are critical to success or failure 
of the mission. Examples of critical tasks that were observed in the 
various missile systems are presented below. 

THE CORPORAL MISSILE SYSTEM 

In the Corporal system, the position of the Battery Control Station 
Chief is critical. The Control Station is the convergence point for 
information on the various aspects of the system. The Battery Control 
Station Chief has to keep track of all the incoming information, integrate 
it, coordinate various aspects of the whole system, and make decisions in 
view of the state of various subsystems--whether to go ahead with the 
preparatory process, for example, or whether or not to fire. Confusion 
and error at this point can cause misfires, unnecessary delays, inappro¬ 
priate cessation of the process, or even failure to fire altogether. 
Much the same can he said of the Firing Panel Operator position. The 
combination of functions in such positions as the two mentioned may well 
characterize missile systems in the foreseeable future. The functions 
involved should be studied scientifically, with a view to determining 
optimum work methods and procedures in light of the limitations and 
characteristics of human beings available for assignment to such positions. 
In some instances, there are differences of opinion as to optimal opera¬ 
tional procedures. The SOP for the field sometimes differs in detail 
from the SOP used in the annual firing at White Sands. A determination 
of the single best method for given conditions might avoid dangerous 
confusion in the minds of operational personnel when an emergency demand 
occurs. Moreover, established checklist procedures are sometimes by¬ 
passed by the personnel, to the detriment of system effectiveness. 
Optimal procedures for operating under extended emergency demands are 
not presently known. 

HONEST JOHN 

In the firing of Honest John, final launcher adjustment must be made 
about two minutes prior to firing. Windset equipment and/or balloons have 
to be set up and operated; precise data have to he obtained and translated 
into launcher adjustments. These operations are critical to the success 
of the firing. Optimal procedures have not yet been developed. 

- T - 



LACROSSE SYSTEM 

n,e Guidance Section Chief, his section, and its operations are 

critical in this system. The Section has to work with a variety of 
equipment"generator, resolvers or computers, radio guidance transmitting 

Sd reiving equipment, antennae, optical distance-measuring devices, 

etc Members of the section have to carry this equipment, emplace it 

nroperly calibrate it, read meters, set dials—actions which must all e 
performed in proper sequence as coordinated by the Guidance Section Chief, 
Research herewould deal with optimizing work methods, considering indi¬ 

viduals, the group, and the coordinating functions of tae section ctuef. 

IN-FLIGHT SAFETY CONTROL 

The In-flight Safety Officer has the problem of quickly integrating 

information r Jived hy phene fro» two observers 
radar sets to determine to what extent a missile in flight is -evi ng 

from the assigned course corridor. If at any moment inf oration 
indicates an off-course flight, the missile must he aborted sj,d brought 

to earth. Personnel manning this operation must be maximally 1 - 

the moment of firing, and for the duration of the J^t-at "jost a few 
minutes. During this time observations, communications, and decisions 

mxBt be made with split-second timing lest serious 
result from an off-course missile. The system described is currentV 
being placed in operation, and the responsible military personnel «oui 
welcome any assistance that behavioral scientists can furnish to enhance 

the system^s effectiveness. Techniques of measurement and observation to 

make possible quantitative comparisons of proposed methods neea to e 

developed. 

SKY CAVALRY DRONE CONTROL 

In the Aviation Company (Sky Cavalry) of the Missile Command, one of 

the most important problems is drone retrieval when radar lock-on is los, 

citer the pictures have been taken. Currently there appears to d® no 
systematic procedure by which the drone controller and radar operator 

coordinate their efforts toward drone retrieval. Human factors researc 

might well be fruitful here in developing techniques which would maximize 

probability of drone retrieval and radar lock-on. Such research would 

determine the critical information to be communicated between drone con¬ 
troller and radar operator, the information each must have, and the most 

effective means for transmitting the Information, whether by code, signal, 

or other means. Further, the specific actions to be taken and how they 

i hould best be coordinated for speedy recovery of tne drone need to be 

determined. 



LONG-RANGE RADAR GROUND SURVEILLANCE 

In the case of the long-range radar system, the operator sits In a 

am»n van at a console with controls, a radar scope, loudspeaker, and 

chart of the terrain to be studied. His function is to detect, locate, 

and identify moving objects on this terrain. He can search with the 
antenna either automatically or manually, and while searching he observes 

a radar scope and listens to the loudspeaker for target signals. A 
target is detected by the appearance of a pip on the radar scope. When 

this occurs (and is observed!), the operator manipulates controls which 

move the pip to a designated position on the scope, at vhich time the 

pip disappears and the auditory signals indicate to the operator--lf he 

is sufficiently trained and experienced--the nature of the target. He 

is then able to relay the location and Identity of the target to appro¬ 

priate personnel. The constant sound presentation throughout this 

operation is reported to be extremely irritating. Optimal procedures for 

scanning terrain, for interpretation of visual and auditory stimuli, and 
for differeiitiatlrg between real and apparent targets have not yet been 

worked out. 

GRID COMMUNICATION, RELAY STATION 

The installation and maintenance of the radio relay station in the 

Grid Communication system is a highly critical operation. Three men 

acting as a radio relay team must meet, a wide variety of requirements, 

and there is a great deal of strain connected with their duties. The 
team is responsible for a large truck, a 12-channel radio terminal with 

carrier equipment and accessories, a trailer, and gaso.'.in.e engine-driven 

generators. The men have to find their way over strange terrain to some 

remote hill or mountain top using maps and any other information avail¬ 

able. They have to set up the radio equipment, Install tall antennae, 
keep the generators running, maintain the equipment and protect themselves 

and their eouipmeut as veil as they can. Considering the diversity of the 

job in terms of skills required, varying conditions and demands, and the 

dependence of the team members on one another, it becomes critical to 

apportion work assignments effectively, arid, to assure that appropriate 

■orocedures are followed when communication is interrupted or when the 
team is impaired through enemy action or other emergency. A continuing 

problem concerns the maintenance of team alertness and proficiency during 

a long period of quiescence. 

GRID COMMUNICATION, PATCH PANEL, AND TRAFFIC CONTROL 

Small groups are engaged in switching, re-routing, and tying-in 

various communications channels, in a fluid situation with constantly 

changing configurations. In order for communication to be maintained at 

or near optimal level, the responsible individuals must keep a clear 
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picture of the current configuration, anticipate requirements for rapid 

changes, make rapid decisions, and implement the total 'patching pro¬ 

cedure rapidly and accurately. Similar operations--with similar human 

factors requirements - -are performed at Net Control Centers» Human factors 

research would seem Indicated in this area for the identification of the 

critical factors involved, causes of failure or inefficiency, and the 
development of techniques for assuring optimal operation as much of the 

time as possible. Some of the kinds of questions that need research 

answers are: 

What information does a man need in order to meet the requirements 

of "patching"? Hot must the essential information be displayed to 

keep him informed and in a position to operate quickly? 

How much input in the form of information, orders, and require¬ 

ments can an operator receive, store, and act on without undue 

delay or errer? How do individuals differ in this respect? 

What are the interaction or team problems that affect performance? 

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS 

Over the pact several years, a great deal of research has been done 

in the area that has come to be known as human engineering or human 

factors engineering. The prime objective'oTthis “work Is to incorporate 

in the" equipment those features and characteristics which facilitate 

effective operation and maintenance by human beings. Both in the civilian 

economy and in the military services, great strides have been made in this 
direction, and psychologists working with design engineers have been in 

the forefront of this effort. Some of the ^ypes of problems they have 
worked on, just to mention a few, are information display, involving dials, 

meters, lights, and eeepes; panel and work-place layout; illumination and 

color; sizing of equipijeut for prospective operators; accessibility for 

maintenance; legiojj.ity; end controls. The impact of human factors 

engineering is very evident in the area of missile weaponry, particularly 
in second generation models--a salutary development which has contributed 

greatly to efficiency in both civilian and military operations, giving men 

better, more powerful, safer, and more efficient means for war-making. 

These developments have not eliminated the need for human beings; they 

have changed the demands made on human beings. They have also introduced 

new requirements in terms of aptitudes, skills, personal qualities, and 
information needed to utilize and maintain the war-making systems. The 

need for decision-making, teamwork, maintenance of alertness, and depend¬ 

ability under a variety of conditions are accentuated by the new complex 

systems. 

- 10 - 



It is at this point that the human factors psychologist becomes 

involved anew in problems pertaining to the optimum utilization of human 

capabilities. While the problem appropriately permeates all considera¬ 

tions of design, the work of the human factors engineer is generally 

finished, at least for the time being, when the equipment is delivered 

to the prospective user. Operational personnel now have the problem of 

selecting, training, allocating, and maintaining teams to operate and 

maintain the equipment as delivered. Research effort is needed to 

identify the human factors involved In various tasks, to determine the 

optimum combinations of tasks, the optimum combinations of skills and 

abilities within a given team, the effects of various conditions and 

emergency demands on performance, and the like. 

Even though human factors engineers do their work exceedingly well 

In providing well-designed equipment to the user, further field experience 

by operational personnel frequently brings to light additional limitations 

of equipment and suggestions for modification or redesign which can con¬ 

tribute materially to Increased tactical effectiveness of a system. While 

operating personnel in their day-to-day work generate many suggestions, 

human factors research scientists, proceeding systematically through con¬ 

trolled studies, should be able to arrive at procedures better designed 

to increase effectiveness of a total system. Certainly human factors 

research scientists can do a better job if the starting point in their 

thinking is the given military mission rather than the given organization 

and equipment. Where the latter are already established, at least for 

the time being, it is still worthwhile to study general concepts and 

alternate approaches to given missions for purposes of future development 

of equipment and organization of activities. 

Especially in the area of missile weaponry, the rate of development 

of electronic equipment has been great indeed. By the time a system is 

fully operational, its successor is well on the way. The Corporal is 

scheduled to be replaced by Sergeant, Honest John by Little John, Redstone 

by Pershing, Nike Ajax is being converted to Nike Hercules, and Nike Zeus, 
the anti-missile missile, is nearing operational use. The second genera¬ 

tion system is universally an improved one, both in performance character¬ 

istics and fron the view of human factors engineering. Inevitably, however, 

the role of the human factor changes, however subtly, with each change in 

design. 

Several inadequacies of present equipment were reported by opera¬ 

tional personnel during this survey. In the long-range radar system, for 

example, it is highly questionable whether visual and auditory presenta¬ 

tions are optimal for efficient ground surveillance by a human operator. 

When the target pip is moved into the listening position for identifica¬ 

tion puiposes, the visual presentation of the target disappears and the 

target must be tracked by sound alone. The horizontal line presentation 

on the radar scope represents range (left end is closest to operator, and 

right end is farthest away) at the particular azimuth at which the antenna 
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1B pointed. Ums, some mental rctatim isre^re^ ^ 
orienting the target B^e go* coLter-elockwlse from lts 
that merely rotating the curre ‘ tie in relation to the indi¬ 
present position would he rauc “ redesign of the system is probably 
Musl-e position Hjever^major ^ ioot la are not 

i^harmony ^ the human operator's normal perceptual hahits. 

in the Battery Control Van of the »to of 
Plotting Board is positioned hehin tottery have an accurate time 
fundamental Importancethateach N n0 dock ia provided 
indicator, and that all elements be syn # appears that the 
as part of the system. From the frZ optimal for 
illumination and color scheme in vrLth tbat of the Missile 
efficient operation, compared, for ins , ^ ^ illuminated, nor is 
Master. The range dial in a^ï^t^1 ^ the computer operator's dial. the acquisition-scanning-elevation dial, nor ^ ^ certain report6# 
The battery commander needs a ^^^f^a^ptation of the 
but snapping on a bright light de oy (adapted for the Missile 
acquisition radar operator. On the^ew ^^^tering the sweep 
Monitor) there is a need for th assenibiy is opened for 

^e^ngTa^ thÍS ^815 ^ 
ment. Some accidents have occurred. 

The communications system within the Nihe^atte^ also has 
features that were the source of co^tercom'Bets ^th loudspeakers were 
when used for any length of also suggeBted that ash-trays and 
suggested as an improvement. 1 would^e a help in keeping equip- 
lighters with foot-controU.ed Ventilation of the vans also 
ment clean and operators leBS larw in the communications units 

Ä prfl-of P=Vq"n 

ÄnusSÄutoB fome aSitfonal training cu the foreign eguip- 

ment. 

CONDITIONS WHICH AFFECT PERFORMANCE 

in addition to égalant sSrv.y 
Sr^cftyS8^" Ädl^e are coneldered under 
the following general categories. 
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Fatigue - stree s -monotony 

Team integration 

Environmental conditions 

Relationships with support services 

Administrative considerations 

These condition* effect S ^ 
form his Joh, his motivations an 'lG satlsfactlon-diaBatlafac- 
others, his Personal position on ’ ai ^ acceptance of eroup 
tlon, bis feelings of “^tus md grofl. WPr^ ™ - determine 
norms. The objectives of ^ intact, affect individual 
the degree to vhich the several co * circuBventing, eliminating, 
and system L“^sea«h r^res 1)’ the selec- 
or delaying the undesired 2\ auantification of these vari- 
tion of critical variables fox ' criterion of individual and 
able s j 3) development of a ^antitative < ri variables under 
system effectiveness; 4) manipuiation of change in system 
controlled conditions; and 5) determination o variable. The 

efirtlVS^saofrf«torsewe«go.o0siderSein relation to conditions obtain- 
iM in^the various weapons systems included in the survey. 

FATIGUE-STRESS-MONOTONY 

ttiS2ÄcSr^ÄrÄreÄ^tX^,ii 
Ä Sâ S ~ VLnaÂ“ÂîS ÄTd^ing 
Instances were reported of men falli g P . ^ firing gives 

nltu^f the stress is different 
practice conditions. As one WsrrsntMfic« put it^ gg^6tutterflies ™ 
at imite ^jTT^ rnteSM^cÍltress ãd fati^ie and their 
^uSIf^ïs ^heMÍior in a critics! military situation 
are a major concern with respect to the Corporal system. 

Kike System. The Jobs of Nike operators, particularly those working 
"t— HZ—finance technicians are complex. Again, there in fire control, and maintenance xecnnicx^ ^ residual 

is concern with the effects of ^^1^ ta^ks oîten require fine 
intoxication on the ™SrLent of house- 
discrimination and extreme vigilance. The heavy j' ^,Tn 
keeping and veMcle maintenance makes ® „tion of the 

^““tSrfirSSrtSl to the^equlpment, and for injury to 
Ävfs!1 Suce mJh high-voltage e^uipment is lnvo ved 

and wrk space Is smaU, »aired equipment and ^ 
“eonmon. The consequences of small errors may be severe indeed. In 
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USABEUR, the danger is often aggravated hy the need to quarter the men at 

considerable distances from the site, with increased travel time. With 

frequent foggy weather in Europe, the travel time cuts appreciably into 

available manhours. Inadequate day-to-day maintenance that may result 

from perfunctory checks or errors made in last minute preparations can 

nullify the effectiveness of the system. For instance, faulty range 

calibrations can misalign the radar and cause the missile to miss the 

target. Personnel working in the Nike system reported that identification 

of a target on the Aquisition Radar Scope is net easy, nor is it easy to 

see the pip on the Target Track Radar Scope, A lapse of attention in 

operating the Acqv tsiticn Radar and consequent failure to switch to the 

correct range could result in failure to pick up the target altogether. 

The effect of continued scope reading on visual efficiency is not fully 

known; it is known that it is monotonous and fatiguing to most operators, 

and that men differ in scope reading proficiency. To offset these 

deleterious effects., an effort is made to rotate men to other positions 

after two or three hours of continued operation. Another source of 

monotony and fatigue to which everyone in the van is subjected is the 

400-cycle hum. It vas reported that there have been cases of visual and 

auditory failure after several years of exposure to such stimuli. 

Communications Systems. While personnel at fixed communications 

installations are not for the most part subject to excessive stress or 

fatigue, personnel in tactical units may work for long periods and under 

difficult conditions. The establishment of communications facilities for 

combat operations involves transportation and manipulation of much equip¬ 

ment, and the installation, adjustment, and operation of the equipment 

under conditions of time pressure and emergency. In addition, there is 

exposure to all sorts of unfavorable environmental conditions, such as 

extremes of weather, terrain, geographic isolation, and prospects of the 

need for defensive combat. It is within this constellation of conditions 

that communications facilities must be established and the complex equip¬ 

ment monitored and maintained in operational order. 

Sky Cavalry. Similarly, in Sky Cavalry, members of small crew 

which operates the surveillance drone must work within a few miles of 

enemy-held territory. They must check out complex mechanical, electrical, 

and electronic equipment, launch the drone, control and track its flight 

accurately, activate the camera over the exact area to be photographed 

(while the drone moves at approximately 200 miles per hour), return the 

drone to home base, and parachute it to earth. Unless this is done 

quickly and accurately, the mission of the entire missile command may be 

frustrated. The drone may be lost, photos may be incorrectly oriented 

with respect to the terrain, or information may be otherwise unusuable or 

misleading. Needless to say, there is much potential for stress through¬ 

out the operation, and little allowable tolerance of error. 
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i*!™ zrizizt:, Äir., 
~ scans the terrain, 

be T^^.T^ïïïs're^rtefmt^tc« ofte^turn do»n ' he 

”?STt> Iv™’Jse, possibly ^ssing 
aerator is also subject to I^istoown 
-during the operations to commuai d d conditions of isolation, 
that complex performance is often degraded unaer conai 

STATUS OF TEAM INTEGRATION 

Field Artillery Missile Sy^gg^* the^nteOTatio^o^a^1 ere?*to operate 
of thFc^oral ^Sions are expensive, 
as a team. Since realistic field ^ ^ dQ not incll-de an actual 
cumbersome, and time-conñuming--even th g ey ]±Dlted. Practice 

" SÆeTs'a -f-f o^uÄ1^ te"ms of 

pÄoÄr; rÄÄej£^ ^ Proble. 
of team integration is also a concern in Honest John, Lacrosse, 

Redstone operations. 

Nike System. Within the Nixe fire control vans there are seven 

qperat^-positions in addition to tbe Anticipation 
requircs cross-trainlug oi cperators vlthi ^ conditions. 

of possible need to operate with a re & continuing need to train 
Since turnover here is also there o status, both in 
the crew to work as a team. The Nike system is in war^ defense ' eration. 

COTOS and overseas ^cTOrtantly ongged^ a ^aBile luring peacetime 

SuTkÆÂÂSg at TOite SS o^e^Sd 

resr3“ii mrÄif cted rc. ä ?£r “is - sss-.’Är«. 
ATart^firtS’iB a qualitatively difierent experience from these OB 
SeAtaAlveu fS personnel rtth cousideruble experience. 

cations Systems. The need for team integration in communica- 
Communication , . __ narticular mission, and would 

racSL!—cations, sucb as in 

setting lip and operating relay stations. 

ow cavalry. In the surveillance drone platoon of the Sky Cavalry, 
tea«S Sa non in almost every step of tbe operation: 
launching, tracking, controlling, retrieving. 



......... 

environmental conditions 

Missile Systems. In C^an^role^ot^dircSly^in their effect on 
temperature ^¿^^Lgh their effect on equipment, vehicles, 
personnel, ^ ^^tv^f movement generally. While some of the work terrain, and difficulty of movemeg ^ ^ slnce there is 
is carried on in vans, most ^ ar mechanicai--maintenance demands 
so much equipment--eiectronic^ vehi r, e^ prohlems characterize 
resulting from weather are sizable. Muc pavalrv, the 
Sê rast or the missile eommand. Ineluding Honest John, Shy Cavalry, 
support services, and communications systems. 

a*e particular and 

implications ^or t5^ ^ter housing, medical services, recreation, 
services, s^.a8^0^^!Î transportation, and QM supply. Weather is 
STo? ^ra vSf ^th gfography, hut i^or —t usa c-eru 

C rsÆt'tÂÂÆ^ Ä~e and s^ly 

tasks of the Nike personnel. 

Rommunleations. Tactical coM-unlcatlons «its_»re, rf^oursejJ^Ject 
to much the sSrEIna of exposure to geographical and veatner 
as the units they are servicing. 

relationship op missile systems to support services 

Relationships with support systems (Ordnance, Engineer, 
the influence of such relationships on ”“1U systems, as veil as 
siderahly with the several weapons and communicationssys ' 
S"ter of command, ^ - 

influence on who assumes responsibility for a given ^ 

Research is indicated here to determine optimal^ssignment. o^tasHs 
to user and supporter vith respect to 1) e«ectiv^ess or tne^ ^ 
system, 2) efficleucy of ^ exporting service^ ^ s large 
altemative arrangements. ^ «“^^id' to do »ha« What equip- 

^.l^are the -ansportation^^ 

communication. aud eupply prohlems, arran t8 affect the system’s 

«^.rina™c^ RssSS methodology in this area would need 
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to inclua* collection of operational record-tjpe data, W«»ti«nal analy.1« 

tar means of mathematical models, simulation, perhaps hy means of computers, 

and manipulation of critical variables where feasible. 

ADMINISTRATIVE CONSIDERATIONS 

All of the problems discussed above are, of course. Immersed in a 

gigantic administrative complex which is concerned with recruitment, 

selection, training, promotion, replacement, distribution, support, 

supply, housing, transportation, pay, and other factors which all have 

their Individual and resultant effects on every soldier s motivation. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Concurrently with the test validation activities of the ELECTRONICS 

Task, visits were made to 10 installations in CONUS and 29 installations 

in Europe to observe the Army's missile and ccraraunications systems in 

operation and to interview operating personnel at mery levels of command. 

The purpose of the explorations was to identify problem areas that are 

important to the Army, and at the same time researchable, promising good 

payoff in terms of increased effectiveness. 

In the area of missile weaponry, the commmds visited were 

Corporal battalions and Honest John units, Nike Ajax and Nike Hercules 
batteries and battalions, and Missile Master and Missile Monitor installa¬ 

tions. A variety of communications organizations were visited, including 

Army Command and Administrative Network installations, an operational 
Signal company, Signal field maintenance shops, VHP relay stations, and 

telephone and teletype exchanges. 

Three general classes of problems emerged from these activities: 

l) problems of task organization and work methods to maximize system 

effectiveness, 2) equipment design problems, and 3) conditions which 

affect performance. 

Missile systems are generally characterized by newness of equipment 

design and advanced concepts of mission and organization. The systems 

are beset with problems of work methods and procedures. There is urgent 

need to balance the efforts--human and mechanical--which go into the 

operation of a system for maximum effectiveness of the total effort. 

Communications systems, particularly those which serve the new tactical 

missile systems, are also faced with the need for developing man-machine- 

method combinations which will most effectively serve the mission of the 

system. Scientific research in these areas seems essential. It is 
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particularly within the newer types of tactical organization such as the 

missile command, which combines artillery, infantry, communications, and 

various support activities under the same command, that intensive study 

should be initiated. Here organization of tasks and allocation 
responsibilities are still fluid, specifications of procedures are being 

evolved, optimum methods for given missions and conditions remain to be 

determined, the limits and characteristics of given man-machine-method 

combinations are not fully known, and management is most likely to be 

problem-oriented. 

The most feasible approach to fruitful study of these problem areas 

at this time would seem to be as follows: 

a) Identify the problems and tasks or sets of tasks, in the 

operation of a given system, which are most critical to 

total system effectiveness. 

b) Study the effects of current methods and conditions on 

performance both of individuals and of the system or sub¬ 

system. Such study performed either in the field or by 

simulation in the laboratory, would involve the develop¬ 

ment of adequate criteria of performance of the individual, 

sub-system, and total system. 

c) Devise practical means of improving procedures and minimizing 

or circumventing undersirable influences. 

d) Test the proposed methods and procedures, first, perhaps, 

in the laboratory, against a proximate criterion, and 

ultimately in the field situation with a fully adequate 

operational criterion. 

As a specific outgrowth of the visits and explorations reported in 

this survey, two new research task proposals have been submitted to finny 
H and D for consideration in future work programs of the Personnel 
Research Branch. The task statements for the two tasks, Utilization of 

Electronics Personnel in Army Tactical Missile Systems, and Increasing 

Personnel Effectiveness in Tactical Communication Systems, axe given in 

Appendix A. 
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APPENDIX A 

Task Title: Utilization of Electronics Personnel in Anuy Tactical Missile 

-- Systems--TACTICAL MISSILES 

Scope: 

TWfl fnr nnri nb^c.tive of research: Army tactical missile systems are 
ro^-machlne system cbWterl^ä by a considerable amount 

of^electronic equipment. Although many operations have beenauton^ed, 
the need for electronic equipment cçeratOTS, monitœs, and maintenance 
personnel has not heen and is not likely to he eliminated, per 

formance of these personnel is more critical than ever in an era in 

vhich speed, mobility, and destructive power are bywords of military 
operations. Inasmuch as the overall effectiveness of tactical missile 

systems depends ultimately upon the human element, the need for human 

factors research Is signal. 

A number of human factors considerations applicable to both 

operator and maintenance personnel in man-machine systems must ^ 

dealt with before systems performance can be maximized, ^«se facto: 

should be considered continuously from the initial stages of develop- 
ment of any man-machine system through the operational implementation 

stage. In general, these factors are basic operations of the system, 

kinds of Information communicated, operational and environmental con¬ 

ditions of the systems, composition of the personnel in the system, 

and personnel and systems performance measures. The task will have 

objectives such as the following: 

1. To determine the basic operations that men must perform in 

the system, including the operations that can be eliminated or sinpli 

fied, and the best sequence in which operations can be performed. 

2. To determine the kinds of information handled and communi¬ 

cated by men in the system, the most effective form of this infor¬ 
mation. and the most accurate and rapid means of communicating the 

information. 

3. To determine the operational and environmental conditions of 

the system under which men must perform, whether these conditions are 

excessive with respect to human abilities, and if so, the techniques 

needed to ward off or minimize performance degradation. 

4. To determine the optimal composition and organization of 

personnel in the system, the nature, number, and levels of abilities 

required. 

5. To determine standards of performance for man-machine 

systems as well as techniques for assessing the dependability of the 

system and the major sources of error in the system. 
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Method of attack: This task «111 *1^ mlaBlon and ssilJHHS-SdOtlllsatlon Eleotronlo^Psri^ ^ Btudled 

organization of a current Array John). W'm*n factors problems 
(Corporal-Sergeant Hooest Joto^W^Jchn).^^^ 

^ teJ^SäcrSa2?™rlous eLdltloas. Through systems perfom- 
system performance unaex maonitude of errors will be 

anee analyses, the sourc®s' ^ «erformanefmeasures wiU be developed, 
ascertained. Systems and huma p + aie8 concerning scope watching, 

he assessed « the system and 

human performance measures. 

~s.aroh end-results: (1) information as to 

SîSVä 

liilan^factors information applicable to future systems. 

Task Title: Increasing Personnel Effectiveness in Tactical Communication 
Task Title. ^ste^_:^CTICAL COMMUNICATION 

Scope : ... 
„„a fmá ohleotlve of research: Recent combat developments and 
plans for future field armies emphasize speed, johliltyj dlsperslon 

STorees over large areas, and in Wure 
quently, there «ill he an increased eyhaels^rell 

military operations, on communications y ^ 

Technological advances have enabled the Army to mee; “ JT40 
of its new communications requirements with new equipme ^ fact0r3 

^leT PrnL"ÄS r^eÄuS^ piaus ^d 

SSS^sS^feStÍveHt^r^SvelhThSSctors 

research be undertaken. 

Tactical communications systems derive their criticality frcm 

the fact ttet such systems must be continuously tied in at ^the 

information collection and implementation 

operations. Tactical communication and ^tput 
information collection, processing, and dissemination, andP^ntroi 
tactical and command functions-integratio^ coordination^and controx 

of S©lementation of missions. Examples of human factors problems 
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that reside in these functions are: (l) Information Collection-- 

monitoring techniques (auditory, 'visual, motivation), detection and 

neutralization of enemy countermeasures; (2) Processing--coding, 

decoding, interpreting, accuracy; (3) Dissemination--accuracy, clarity; 

(4) Integration, Coordination, and Control--accuracy, clarity. 

Additional factors problems arise from the effects of speed, 

mobility, extended operations, emergency conditions, and priorities 

requirements. Finally, there are the problems that have emerged as a 

result of increased and more widespread communications capability to 

units and individuals--increased disruption and 'noise* in the com¬ 

munications channels. 

Method of attack: Systematic observations and interviews will be 
conducted at various experim ?ntal and operational tactical communica¬ 

tions organizations. Preliminary identification of human factors 

problems and assessment of their criticality and impact will be 

accomplished. Criteria of human and system performance will be 

developed. Current techniques, operations, and conditions will be 

experimentally modified in accordance with human factors principles 

and the effects evaluated by way of the human and system performance 

criteria. This approach will result in the resolution of the above 

mentioned problems and provide valuable information for future systems. 

Potential ntary research end-result: (l) Criteria of human and 

system performance, (2) Increased information collection capability, 

(3) Faster, more accurate processing and dissemination of information, 

(4) Techniques for warding off performance degradation under emergency 

or extended operations, (5) Reduction of disruption and 'noise* in 

communication channels, and (6) Information applicable to future 

communications systems. 

* 
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APPENDIX B 

ORGANIZATIONS VISITED 

CONUS 

Command Center, ACAN, Pentagon 

ACAN Transmitter Station, Woodbridge, Va. 

ACAN Receiver Station, LaPlata, Md. 

Washington Air Defense Sector, Pt. Lee, Va. 

Systems Development Coiporation, Lodi, N. J. 

Human Engineering Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. 

584th Ordnance Detachment, Ft. George G. Meade, Md. 

55th Brigade (AD), Missile Master, Ft. George G. Meade, Md. 

2d U. S. Medium Missile Command, Ft. Carson, Colo. 

Hth«» u. S. Army Artillery and Missile Center, Ft. Sill, Okla. 

USAREUR ORGANIZATIONS 

1 AD BN 5th MSL 

1 AD BN 5th MSL C BAT 

1 AD BN 5th MSL D BAT 

6 AD BN 4th MSL 
6 AD BN 4th MSL B BAT 

6 AD BN 4th MSL C BAT 
6 AD BN 4th MSL D BAT 

6 AD BN 5th MSL 
6 AD BN 5th MSL C BAT 
67 AD BN 1st MSL A BAT 

110 AV CO SURVL SETAF 

39 FA BN 1st MSL 

40 FA BN 2nd MSL 

80 FA BN 1st MSL 

82 FA BN 1st MSL 

48 IN BN 1st AR RIFLE 



USAEEUR ORGAHIZATIONS (Cont) 

505 IN GP Ißt AB LSA-C 
^ OD CO GM ITC HM 

86 OD BN 
566 OD DET GM DS 

J2 SC BN CORPS 

59 SC CO SUPPORT 
102 SC BN MICRO WVE RR CO A 

102 SC BR MICRO WVE RR CO B 

102 SC BN MICRO VIVE RR CO C 

124 SC CO 
3808 USA SC SV CO 

3976 USA AD W SPT CM 

OPS BR SIG DIV 

EUROPEAN CITEES VISITED 

Baumholder 

Bitlaurg 

Darmstadt 

Frankfurt 

Gonsenheim 

Idar-Oberstein 

Kaiserslautern 

Miesau 

Munich 

Pirmasens 

Vicenza 

Wiesbaden 

Worms 

Zwetbrucken 


